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Abstract
The article examines the features of the spatial kinetics of an innovative hybrid nuclear power facility with an extended 
neutron source based on a magnetic trap. The fusion-fission facility under study includes a reactor plant, the core of which 
consists of an assembly of thorium-plutonium fuel blocks of the HGTRU reactor of a unified design and a long magnetic 
trap that penetrates the near-axial region of the core. The engineering solution for the neutron plasma generator is based 
on an operating gas-dynamic trap based on a fusion neutron source (GDT-FNS) developed at the Novosibirsk G.I. Budker 
Nuclear Physics Institute of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The GDT-FNS high-temperature 
plasma pinch is formed in pulse-periodic mode in the investigated hybrid facility configuration, and, at a certain pulse rate, 
one should expect the formation of a fission wave that diverges from the axial part of the system and propagates through-
out the fuel block assembly in a time correlation with the fast D-D neutron pulse source. In these conditions, it is essential 
to study the fission wave propagation process and, accordingly, the power density distribution formation within the facility 
blanket. The paper presents the results of a study on the steady-state and space-time performances of neutron fluxes and 
the power density dynamics in the facility under investigation. The steady-state neutronic performance and the space-time 
fission wave propagation were simulated using the PRIZMA software package developed at FSUE RFNC-VNIITF.
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Introduction

The article considers the features of the spatial kinetics 
of a hybrid thorium reactor plant with an extended fusi-
on neutron source based on a gas-dynamic magnetic trap 

(GDT-FNS). The fusion-fission reactor facility under stu-
dy (Fig. 1 (Arzhannikov et al. 2019, 2019a)) is essentially 
a hybrid reactor, the core of which consists of an assem-
bly of fuel blocks of a unified design of a high-tempera-
ture gas-cooled HGTRU reactor (Shamanin et al. 2018, 
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Bedenko et al. 2019) and a long magnetic trap that pene-
trates the near-axial region of the core (Yurov et al. 2012).

The long magnetic trap includes a neutral beam injec-
tion heating zone, a plasma column inside the assembly, 
and two parts with a multi-mirror magnetic field for min-
imizing longitudinal plasma energy losses along the axis 
of the plasma column. The engineering solution for the 
D-D (T) neutron plasma generator is based on an operat-
ing gas-dynamic multi-mirror magnetic trap developed at 
the Novosibirsk G.I. Budker Nuclear Physics Institute of 
the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

In the investigated configuration of the hybrid instal-
lation, a high-temperature plasma pinch is formed in 
pulse-periodic mode in the investigated hybrid facility 
configuration, and, at a certain pulse rate, one should ex-
pect the formation of a fission wave that diverges from 
the axial part of the system and propagates throughout the 
fuel block assembly in a time correlation with the fast D-D 
neutron pulse source. In these conditions, it is essential to 
study the fission wave propagation process and, accord-
ingly, the power density distribution formation within the 
facility. These studies will make it possible to optimize the 
active part of the system and to neutralize the arising off-
sets of the radial and axial power density fields in the fuel.

Speaking from the perspective of solving urgent ap-
plied problems of modern nuclear power, we can hope 
that the results of this study will form the basis for en-
suring stable operation of hybrid systems controlled by 
an external pulse-periodic source of additional neutrons.

Materials and methods
Computational model

To study the fission wave propagation process, a detai-
led 3D model of the facility (Fig. 2 (Arzhannikov et al. 
2019)) was simplified to an infinite two-layer cylinder 

with a central region intended for a D-D neutron plasma 
generator (Fig. 3).

The computational model used in simulations is a 
cylindrically symmetric system infinite along the OZ 
axis (Fig. 3), consisting of three areas bounded by radii 
of 30, 118.34 and 154.7 cm. The height of the entire 
system is 100 cm, with white mirror at the ends. In the 
inner region of the model system, is a fast D-D neu-
tron pulse source (GDT-FNS); in the outer region, is a 
graphite reflector with a density of 2.2 g/cm3. Between 
these regions, there is a core with homogenized Th(1–a)-
Pu a fuel, consisting of 50 layers of equal volume. The 
initial nuclear composition of the homogenized region 
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of the homogenized fuel part of the 
facility blanket

Nuclide Nuclide concentration, nuclide/(b cm)
232Th 6.57E–5
239Pu 6.18E–5
240Pu 3.29E–6
241Pu 6.60E–7
16O 2.63E–4
12C 9.35E–2
Si 1.36E–3
Ti 3.41E–4
He 2.53E–5.

Figure 1. Conceptual design of the fusion-fission hybrid reac-
tor facility: 1 – leaky plasma receiver; 2 – longitudinal plasma 
flow deceleration chamber; 3 – heating atomic beam injectors; 
4 – plasma heating chamber; 5 – transmitted beam receiver; 6 
– fusion neutron generation chamber; 7 – nuclear reactor fuel 
assembly; 8 – neutron shield.

Figure 2. Detailed 3D model of the fusion-fission hybrid reactor 
facility: a) – cross section; b) – longitudinal section.

Figure 3. Computational 3D Model: longitudinal section of the 
model in the X-Z plane.
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Computational research methods

The steady-state neutronic performance and the space-
time fission wave propagation were simulated using the 
PRIZMA software package (Kandiev et al. 2015), with 
the ENDF/B-VII.1 library of evaluated incident-neutron 
data (Nuclear Energy Agency acces. 2020), developed at 
FSUE RFNC-VNIITF.

To determine the steady-state neutronic characteristics 
(keff (a), where a is the Pu content), the calculations of the 
conditionally critical problem were carried out.

Results
Steady-state neutronic characteristics

The results of calculating the steady-state neutronic 
characteristics of the core modified for an additional D-D 
source are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2.

The figure and the table clearly show that the selected 
composition provided keff = 0.95 required for hybrid sys-
tems (Gudowsky et al. 2001, Moir et al. 2012, Simonen 
et al. 2013, Shmelev et al. 2015, Knastera et al. 2016, 
Velasquez et al. 2016). In this case, the plutonium content 
in the Th(1–a)-Pu a composition was 4%.

Space-time characteristics

Fig. 5 shows the results of calculating the space-time 
characteristics of the facility (see Tab. at the time of its 
start-up with a ‘cold’ core. Five cross-sections reflect the 

fission wave propagation throughout the blanket from the 
axial region adjacent to the magnetic trap in the radial 
direction. The figure shows that the effect of the neutron 
source operating in pulse-periodic mode is noticeable in the 
adjacent layers and disappears no later than 0.01 ms at the 
periphery of the fuel graphite blocks of the facility blanket.

After a single pulse of fast neutrons from the mag-
netic trap, the diffuse distribution of the fission density 
throughout the blanket is determined within a time inter-
val of the order of 0.1 ms, and the time to reach a steady 
state is 0.1 s (100 ms). The simulation results showed that 
the solution of the further neutronic problem (i.e., finding 
keff(t) and other required neutron-physical functionals) is 
admissible by replacing the pulse-periodic neutron source 

Table 2. Steady-state neutronic characteristics of the simulated 
system

232Th, 
wt.%

Pu, 
wt.%

Nuclide concentration, nuclide/(b cm)
232Th 239Pu 240Pu 241Pu keff

96 4 1.90E–5 1.10E–6 2.10E–7 5.09E–4 0.9460

Figure 4. Dependence of the effective multiplication factor of 
the facility on the mass content of plutonium Pu (a) in the Th(1–a)-
Pua composition.

Figure 5. Power density dynamics in the fusion-fission facility.

Figure 6. Dependence of the effective multiplication factor on 
the operating time of the fusion-fission facility.
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(pulse duration 1 ms and pulse ratio 2) with a constantly 
acting quasi-steady-state one.

Fig. 6 shows the results of calculating the keff (t) de-
pendence for a long-term irradiation regime and an irradi-
ation time from 0.1 s to 3000 days.

The results shown in Fig. 6 confirm that:

• the selected composition ensured long-term opera-
tion of the facility; and

• to maintain keff (t) at a constant level, the D-D source 
must feed the core with neutrons; in this case, the in-
tensity of neutron generation In should rise smoothly 
(Fig. 7) during the entire fuel campaign.

Conclusion

The effect of the gas dynamic trap (GDT-FNS) operating 
in pulse-periodic mode is noticeable in the adjacent blan-
ket layers and disappears no later than 0.01 ms at the pe-
riphery of the fuel part of the facility blanket.

During the start-up of the facility for the ‘cold’ blanket, 
the GDT-FNS should provide a stable intensity of D-D 
neutron generation in the range from 1 × 1016 to 2 × 1018 
neutrons per second from the entire plasma column.

With a pulse duration of 1 ms and a pulse rate of 2, 
GDT-FNS, operating in the required range of D-D-neu-
tron generation, will provide blanket heating at a rate of 
K × h–1, which meets the requirements for compliance 
with thermal engineering reliability when starting from 
a ‘cold’ state.

To maintain keff (t) at a constant level, the D-D source 
must feed the core with neutrons; in this case, the intensi-
ty of D-D-neutron generation should rise smoothly during 
the entire fuel campaign.

The results obtained in the work confirm the possibil-
ity of using the PRIZMA software package developed at 
FSUE RFNC – VNIITF to provide the entire list of full-
scale calculations of the neutronic characteristics of the 
hybrid facility with the fusion neutron source operating 
in various modes.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation 
for Basic Research. Grant No. 19-29-02005 mk.
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